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Max Berry, Lexicon `Dichter bij de perfecte thriller kom je niet: slim, grappig en razendsnel.'
Time Magazine `Hou je van honden of katten? Wat is je lievelingskleur? Kies een getal tussen
nul en honderd. Hou je van je familie? Waarom heb je het gedaan?' Wil Parke wordt in een wcruimte van een vliegveld bruut overmeesterd door twee mannen. Ze stellen hem een reeks
vreemde vragen en beweren dat hij de sleutel is tot een geheime strijd waar hij niets van weet,
en dat hij `immuun' is. Straatschoffie Emily Ruff wordt gerekruteerd door een exclusieve school
waar leerlingen les krijgen in overtuigingskracht. Ze leren woorden te gebruiken als wapens.
De besten worden `dichters en gaan werken voor een sinistere organisatie. Al snel is Emily het
grootste talent... totdat ze een catastrofale fout maakt: ze wordt verliefd. `Ik daag iedereen uit
om de eerste bladzijde te lezen en dan niet door te gaan tot de laatste.' Lev Grossmann,
schrijver van Codex `Absoluut een eersteklas, spannende thriller. De lezers leven mee met de
overtuigende personages en slaan de bladzijden om tot het bevredigende slot.' Booklist
This book introduces formal grammar theories that play a role in current linguistic theorizing
(Phrase Structure Grammar, Transformational Grammar/Government & Binding, Generalized
Phrase Structure Grammar, Lexical Functional Grammar, Categorial Grammar, Head-Driven
Phrase Structure Grammar, Construction Grammar, Tree Adjoining Grammar). The key
assumptions are explained and it is shown how the respective theory treats arguments and
adjuncts, the active/passive alternation, local reorderings, verb placement, and fronting of
constituents over long distances. The analyses are explained with German as the object
language. The second part of the book compares these approaches with respect to their
predictions regarding language acquisition and psycholinguistic plausibility. The nativism
hypothesis, which assumes that humans posses genetically determined innate languagespecific knowledge, is critically examined and alternative models of language acquisition are
discussed. The second part then addresses controversial issues of current theory building
such as the question of flat or binary branching structures being more appropriate, the question
whether constructions should be treated on the phrasal or the lexical level, and the question
whether abstract, non-visible entities should play a role in syntactic analyses. It is shown that
the analyses suggested in the respective frameworks are often translatable into each other.
The book closes with a chapter showing how properties common to all languages or to certain
classes of languages can be captured. The book is a translation of the German book
Grammatiktheorie, which was published by Stauffenburg in 2010. This book is a new edition of
http://langsci-press.org/catalog/book/25, http://langsci-press.org/catalog/book/195 and
http://langsci-press.org/catalog/book/255.
Andrew Carnie’s bestselling textbook on syntax has guided thousands of students through the
discipline of theoretical syntax; retaining its popularity due to its combination of straightforward
language, comprehensive coverage, and numerous exercises. In this third edition, topics have
been updated, new exercises added, and the online resources have been expanded.
Supported by expanded online student and instructor resources, including extra chapters on
HPSG, LFG and time-saving materials for lecturers, including problem sets, PowerPoint slides,
and an instructors’ manual Features new chapters on ellipsis, auxiliaries, and nonconfigurational languages Covers topics including phrase structure, the lexicon, Case theory,
movement, covert movement, locality conditions, VP shells, and control Accompanied by a
new optional workbook, available separately, of sample problem sets which are designed to
give students greater experience of analyzing syntactic structure
Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) is a constraint-based or declarative approach
to linguistic knowledge, which analyses all descriptive levels (phonology, morphology, syntax,
semantics, pragmatics) with feature value pairs, structure sharing, and relational constraints. In
syntax it assumes that expressions have a single relatively simple constituent structure. This
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volume provides a state-of-the-art introduction to the framework. Various chapters discuss
basic assumptions and formal foundations, describe the evolution of the framework, and go
into the details of the main syntactic phenomena. Further chapters are devoted to nonsyntactic levels of description. The book also considers related fields and research areas
(gesture, sign languages, computational linguistics) and includes chapters comparing HPSG
with other frameworks (Lexical Functional Grammar, Categorial Grammar, Construction
Grammar, Dependency Grammar, and Minimalism).
This monograph is one of the first studies that approaches Latin syntax from a formal
perspective, combining detailed corpus-based description with formal theoretical analysis. The
empirical focus is word order in embedded clauses, with special attention to clauses in which
one or more constituents surface to the left of a subordinating conjunction. It is proposed that
two such types of left peripheral fronting should be distinguished. The proposed analyses shed
light not only on the clausal left periphery, but also on the overall structure of the Latin clause.
The study is couched in the framework of generative grammar, but since a thorough
introduction is provided, no special background in formal syntax is required. Major topics
touched upon are word order, information structure, locality, and the syntax of pied-piping. The
book covers both synchronic and diachronic topics of Latin syntax, and is of interest for
classical philologists, historical linguists, and formal syntacticians.
The study of syntax over the last half century has seen a remarkable expansion of the
boundaries of human knowledge about the structure of natural language. The Routledge
Handbook of Syntax presents a comprehensive survey of the major theoretical and empirical
advances in the dynamically evolving field of syntax from a variety of perspectives, both within
the dominant generative paradigm and between syntacticians working within generative
grammar and those working in functionalist and related approaches. The handbook covers key
issues within the field that include: • core areas of syntactic empirical investigation, •
contemporary approaches to syntactic theory, • interfaces of syntax with other components of
the human language system, • experimental and computational approaches to syntax.
Bringing together renowned linguistic scientists and cutting-edge scholars from across the
discipline and providing a balanced yet comprehensive overview of the field, the Routledge
Handbook of Syntax is essential reading for researchers and postgraduate students working in
syntactic theory.

The extensively updated fourth edition of the leading introductory textbook on
theoretical syntax, including an all-new chapter and additional problem sets Now
in its fourth edition, Andrew Carnie's Syntax: A Generative Introduction remains
the leading introduction to the rules, principles, and processes that determine the
structure of sentences in language. Comprehensive yet accessible, the text
provides a well-balanced, student-friendly introduction to syntactic theory. Topics
include phrase structure, the lexicon, binding theory, case theory, movement,
covert movement, locality conditions, ditransitives, verbal inflection and
auxiliaries, ellipsis, control theory, non-configurational languages, and more.
Students are provided with numerous exercises and pedagogical features
designed to strengthen comprehension, review learning objectives, test
knowledge, and highlight major issues in the field. The fourth edition features
revised material throughout, including a new section on Chomsky's Merge and
additional problem sets in every chapter, while new examples throughout the text
broaden the appeal and relatability of the text to a more diverse set of students.
The optional The Syntax Workbook: A Companion to Carnie's Syntax has also
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been thoroughly revised and expanded to offer students the opportunity to
practice the skills and concepts introduced in the primary text. This classic
textbook: Presents authoritative and comprehensive coverage of basic,
intermediate, and advanced topics Includes ample exercises and clear
explanations using straightforward language Offers extensive online student and
instructor resources, including problem sets, PowerPoint slides, an updated
instructor's manual, author-created videos, online-only chapters, and other
supplementary material Features a wealth of learning tools, including learning
objectives, discussion questions, and problems of varying levels of difficulty In
the new fourth edition, Syntax: A Generative Introduction remains an essential
textbook for beginning syntacticians, perfect for undergraduate and graduate
course in linguistics, grammar, language, and second language teaching.
Available as a set with The Syntax Workbook: A Companion to Carnie's Syntax,
2nd Edition
In De stof van het denken beschrijft Steven Pinker op een volkomen nieuwe
manier hoe de menselijke geest werkt. Onze geest is tot stand gekomen in een
tijd waarin nagedacht moest worden over stenen, planten en gevaarlijke beesten.
Inmiddels is diezelfde geest in staat natuurkunde te ontrafelen en democratie te
bedenken. Hoe heeft de geest zich zo kunnen aanpassen? Het antwoord is te
achterhalen, aldus Pinker, via taal. Hij onderzoekt onze gesprekken, grappen,
conflicten en schetst zo een beeld van de gedachten en emoties die onze
mentale levens vormgeven. Waarom ontstaan taboes? Waarom zijn seks en
religie daarmee zo rijkelijk bedeeld? Waarom wordt ons taalgebruik zo indirect
wanneer we onderhandelen, verleiden of proberen iemand om te kopen? De
laatste twee Amerikaanse presidenten zijn in de problemen gekomen vanwege
specifieke woorden. Wat is de rol van taal in de conflicten in het Midden-Oosten?
Is niet elke strijd op een bepaald niveau ook een taalstrijd? Steven Pinker
bekleedt de Johnstone leerstoel psychologie aan Harvard. Hij is de auteur van
verschillende bestsellers: Het taalinstinct (1994), Hoe de menselijke geest werkt
(1998) en Het onbeschreven blad (2003). Het unieke van Steven Pinker is dat hij
zijn antwoorden op veel terreinen zoekt: psychologie, taalkunde, evolutiebiologie
- en dat maakt hem ook meteen iemand die vanuit veel hoeken op debat en
controverse kan rekenen.
The Syntax WorkbookA Companion to Carnie's SyntaxJohn Wiley & Sons
“Illness, in the larger sense of mortality,” Don Hardy writes, “is an inescapable
shared trait among all living creatures, and we humans know about it, whether or
not we want to talk about it.” Because I’d Hate to Just Disappear is a portrait of
a husband and wife, Don and Heather Hardy, thrown into the physical and
emotional machinery of Don being diagnosed with leukemia and going through
chemotherapy and treatment over a period of close to two years. In this
thoughtful and exquisite account, Don and Heather narrate Don’s struggle in realtime. Disarmingly honest, they recount each intimate stage of a couple living
through cancer together, the mental and physical struggles, the humor and
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visceral emotion to reveal how two very different personalities shape—and are
shaped by—the experience of cancer and its treatment. Through these moments
emerge a constant flow of human kindness and discovery that lifts them each
day.
This practical coursebook introduces all the basics of modern syntactic analysis
in a simple step-by-step fashion. Each unit is constructed so that the reader
discovers new ideas, formulates hypotheses and practises fundamentals. The
reader is presented with short sections of explanation with examples, followed by
practice exercises. Feedback and comment sections follow to enable students to
monitor their progress. No previous background in syntax is assumed. Students
move through all the key topics in the field including features, rules of
combination and displacement, empty categories, and subcategorization. The
theoretical perspective in this work is unique, drawing together the best ideas
from three major syntactic frameworks (minimalism, HPSG and LFG). Students
using this book will learn fundamentals in such a way that they can easily go on
to pursue further study in any of these frameworks.
Overzicht van de oorsprong en ontwikkeling van de menselijke taal.
Now in its fifth edition, A Concise Introduction to Linguistics provides students with a
detailed introduction to the core concepts of language as it relates to culture. The
textbook includes a focus on linguistic anthropology, unpacking the main contributions
of linguistics to the study of human communication and culture. Aimed at the general
education student, the textbook also provides anthropology, linguistics, and English
majors with the resources needed to pursue advanced courses in this area. Written in
an accessible manner that does not assume previous knowledge of linguistics, this new
edition contains expanded discussions on linguistic anthropology, sociolinguistics
(including a section on gender and language), and pragmatics. The textbook
incorporates a robust set of pedagogical features including marginal definitions, a
substantial glossary, chapter summaries, and learning exercises. Brand new to this
edition are suggested reading lists at the end of every chapter, and recommended
websites and apps to further aid students in their study.
A straightforward guide to understanding English grammar This book is for people who
have never thought about syntax, and who don't know anything about grammar, but
who want to learn. Assuming a blank slate on the part of the reader, the book treats
English grammar as a product of the speaker's mind, and builds up student skills by
exploring phrases and sentences with more and more complexity, as the chapters
proceed. This practical guide excites and empowers readers by guiding them step by
step through each chapter with intermittent exercises. In order to capitalize on the
reader's confidence as a personal authority on English, Understanding Sentence
Structure assumes an inclusive definition of English, taking dialect variation and
structures common amongst millions of English speakers to be a fact of natural
language. Situates grammar as part of what the student already unconsciously knows
Presupposes no prior instruction, not even in prescriptive grammar Begins analyzing
sentences immediately, with the “big picture” (sentences have structure, structure can
be ambiguous) and moves through levels of complexity, tapping into students’ tacit
knowledge of sentence structure Includes exercise boxes for in-chapter practicing of
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skills, side notes that offer further tips/encouragement on topics being discussed, and
new terms defined immediately and helpfully in term boxes Applies decades of findings
in syntactic theory and cognitive science, with an eye towards making English grammar
accessible to school teachers and beginning students alike Understanding Sentence
Structure: An Introduction to English Syntax is an ideal book for undergraduates
studying modern English grammar and for instructors teaching introductory courses in
English grammar, syntax, and sentence structure.
The Syntax Workbook was written as a response to thestudents and instructors who,
over the years, have requested moreproblem sets that give greater experience in
analyzing syntacticstructure. Aligned chapter-by-chapter with Carnie’sbestselling
textbook, this workbook provides over 120 new exerciseson all of the major topics in
generative syntax. An all-new workbook to accompany the bestselling syntaxtextbook,
Syntax: A Generative Introduction, which answersthe need for a practical text in this
field Features over 120 problem sets with answers, designed to givestudents greater
experience of analyzing syntactic structure Exercises and topics covered includes
phrase structure, thelexicon, Case theory, ellipsis, auxiliaries, movement,
covertmovement, locality conditions, VP shells, and control Supported by expanded
online atitle="Carnie Student Companion Site"href="http://bcs.wiley.com/hebcs/Books?action=index&itemId=0470655313&bcsId=7378"student/aand
instructorresources, including extra chapters on HPSG, LFG andtime-saving materials
for lecturers, including problem sets,PowerPoint slides, and an instructors’ manual
Structured to reflect the style and chapter-by-chapter coverageof the textbook, but its
practical, reader-friendly layout alsomakes it suitable for use as a stand-alone
Workbook
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